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Statistics:  Pet Store Sales = Overpopulation?; 

Animal News: Mink Farm Raids...and much more. 

Ferret Treasures Store Sale 
 Our semi-annual Store Sale is THE event for ferret owners who appreciate quality 
sleepers, beds, and blankets.  The date is set for Sunday, December 8, from noon to 3 
pm.  Also a great chance to visit the shelter and see some of the many furry faces who 
would LOVE a home for the holidays!  � 

Annual Member Party 
 Our annual Member Party is set for Sunday, February 2.  The heavy snow date is 
February 9.  Hours are noon to 2 pm.  Just a couple hours to chat, connect with other 
members, and play with the shelter ferrets.  Yes, the store will be open if you weren’t 
able to make the December sale!  Light lunch and soda will be provided. 

 Immediately following will be a Board of Directors meeting.  The Board will be re-
viewing financial and shelter reports for 2013, reviewing 2013 accomplishments, and 
discussing strategy for the new year.  The meeting normally lasts at least 2 hours.  In-
terested parties are welcome to attend.  � 

Another Milestone: 1,600 Ferrets Rescued 
 FACT quietly passed another record by rescuing our 1,600th ferret in November.  
Part of a pair of animals we rescued off Craigslist, Samson is a very sweet albino boy of 
about 1.5 years.  His friend is Delilah, a pretty sable with tiny white mitts. 

 Whenever we have space we try to drop a note to Craigslist “rehomers” just to tell 
them our shelter may have space available if they can’t find a good home.  In the case 
of animals being given away for free or who otherwise sound at risk (“gotta get rid of 
today!”), we try to jump on the ads as soon as possible.  “Free” ads are problematic, as 
animals are often promptly resold.  (Please see pg. 10 for a petition to stop free ads.)  

 This lovely pair had, interestingly, been adopted barely 3 weeks before by some-
one who had contacted US to adopt, but never followed through.  Maybe it had some-
thing to do with our application asking about landlord permission—because he DIDN’T 
have an OK and had to give up this pair right away or face eviction.  The little things 
didn’t even have names. 

 I messaged my sister Ann from work, she called, and within hours she had them.  
Shortly after their arrival, Roxanne Bernier was helping do vaccinations and fell in love 
with them both.  Easy to do, as they truly are sweet-tempered little ferrets.  She adopt-
ed , gave them a home and real names.  Samson & Delilah are a great example of 
FACT members collaborating to ensure the safety and welfare of 2 ferrets.  � 

Calendar 
 Our annual gift to members, a small magnet calendar for 2014, is enclosed with 
this issue for anyone who hasn’t already received one via the Foster newsletter or from 
a donation.  Enjoy!� 

Foster Homes Needed! 
 We’ve lost several of our Foster families in the last 6 months or so, so we’re really 
looking for either some “old” or some new families to participate.  We didn’t have a lot 
of Fosters over the summer but have new ones who’ve arrived as well as a couple ani-
mals that were in the shelter room so long they basically aged into the Program.  
Please, if you could spare a little space for a nice little old lady, they would be SO grate-
ful!  � 
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Event Calendar 
Note:  Unless a regional pet expo is in New Eng-
land, we are discontinuing listing every one; they 
are normally advertised widely in their area. 
 

December 
 

����December 7 – AFA Winter Nationals, 

Gettyburg, PA.  Visit www.ferret.org for info. 
 

����December 8—Ferret Treasures Semi-

Annual Store Sale, Hartford, CT.  Hours 
noon to 3 pm.  Come visit FACT for wonder-
ful ferret goodies!  Piles of bedding, gifts for 
ferret lovers, and specials.  See all the fuzz-
ies in the shelter seeking homes...maybe a 
little homeless face will steal your heart! 
 
����December 15—Info Table & Adoption 

Screening, Newington, CT.  Come visit 
Vanessa at the Petco store on Kitts Lane in 
Newington to meet a couple of the ferrets 
for adoption and keep her from biting any 
wandering children.  Hours are 11 am to 2 
pm. 
 
����December 29—Info Table & Adoption 

Screening, West Hartford, CT.  Come visit 
Vanessa at the Pet Supplies Plus store on Al-
bany Avenue in West Hartford (to the right 
of the Big Y grocery store, in an adjoining 
plaza).  Meet a couple of the ferrets for 
adoption and keep her from biting any wan-
dering children.  Hours are 11 am to 2 pm. 
 

January 
 

 

 
 

 
January 18-22—North American Veteri-

nary Conference, Orlando, FL.  FOR VETS. 
 

February 
 

����February 2—FACT Annual Member 

Party & Open House, Hartford, CT.  Hours 
are  noon to 2 pm.  Light lunch provided.  
Open to all FACT Members & Donors.  Board 
Meeting will follow immediately.  Heavy 
snow date:  February 8. 
 
����February 8—Spring Ferret Fandango,  
Gilbertsville, PA.  Contact ferretclub.com or 
call 610.495.1509 for info. 
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Any member interested in Advisory or Board 
membership is invited to inquire.  Meetings are open 
to interested FACT members.   

March 
 

March 12-14—Global Pet Expo, Orlando, FL.  
Visit www.globalpetexpo.org for info.  FOR THE 
PET TRADE ONLY.  
 
March 17-18—Science of Animal Thinking 

& Emotion Conference, Washington, DC.  
Sponsored by HSUS.  Two-day conference bring-
ing together thought-leaders in the science & 
implications of animal sentience, and influential 
voices in the policy and corporate domains. Visit 
humanesociety.org, search for events for info. 
 
���� March 29—Spring Nationals Show, Get-
tysburg, PA.  AFA sponsored event.  Visit 
www.ferret.org for info.  
 

April 
 

April 9-11—Backer’s Total Pet Expo, Atlantic 
City, NJ.  Visit www.totalpetexpo.com for info.  
FOR THE PET TRADE ONLY.  
 
April 12-14—New England Federation of 
Humane Societies annual conference, Stowe, 
VT.  Visit www.newenglandfed.org for info. 
 
April 20-26—International Conference on 

Avian, Herpetological & Exotic Mammal 
Medicine, Wiesbaden, Germany.  Visit 
www.icare2013.edu for info.  FOR VETS. 
 

New Code!  ���� before a listing means this is an 
item of special interest to ferret owners or local 
residents.   
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Ann Gruden - Webmaster, Ebay Sales Coordinator. 
Ann Salafia—Ferret Rescue & Transport. 
Wendy Belward—Ferret Intake & Transport. 
Barbara Podann – Shelter Volunteer & Ferret Playmate. 
Sandy Burke – Shelter Volunteer & Ferret Playmate. 
Pat Calkins—Shelter Volunteer & Ferret Playmate. 
Pat Shaskin—Newspaper Intake Volunteer. 
Glen Farney—Construction Management & Computer Support. 
Annie Fine—Foster newsletter editor. 
Roxanne Bernier—Shot & Implant Assistance. 
Della Farney—Shot & Implant Assistance. 
Kary Fontaine—Shelter Volunteer, Ferret Transport & Ferret Playmate. 
Shannon Gilman—Shelter Volunteer & Ferret Playmate. 
Joanne Seamans—Craigslist postings. 
 

FACT Staff:  L. Vanessa Gruden—Executive Director. � 

ONGOING VOLUNTEERS 

Ferrets for Adoption 
 

FOSTERS: 

Ruffle:  Platinum silver of at least 4 years, Ruffle came to us as “Rufus.”  ??  She’s a little itty bitty thing, nearly all 
white, with the blackest nose you’ve ever seen!  She just had a melatonin implant for adrenal disease, but Ruffle gets 
along very well with other ferrets.   

Sparkle & Mina: Pair of 4+ ladies, dark eyed white and badger roan.  Sparkle has just had a melatonin implant and 
has regrown her hair wonderfully, but is also blind.  Mina is a nice little girl who loves to play with other ferrets.  They 
seem to have pretty much abandoned each other, so they could be fostered separately.   

Gracie:  Just returned to us due to divorce, Gracie was adopted out in January at about 3.  Now 4, Gracie’s chances at 
an adoptive home are slim.  We’re having a skin tumor on her side removed.  Gracie is a gorgeous, fluffy sable girl.   

Prince & Princess:  A pair where one is an adoptee and one a Foster.  Also “returns” - girlfriend moved out and took 
HER ferret, but not the adoptees—both are sables.  Prince is about 2.5, but Princess is closer to 3.5 years and has an 
enlarged spleen.  We’d be happy to make sure it’s taken care of if we could find someone willing to give this nice pair 
the PERMANENT home they deserve! 

Rocket & Felicia:  Pretty girls who’ve been overlooked for way too long.  Now close to 4, Rocket is a soft chocolate 
mitt who has the very beginnings of adrenal disease.  They can be separated.  Felicia is a dark eyed white. These are 
really nice ferrets who get along great with others. 

ADOPTEES: 

Niblet & Lucy:  Cute, young, and active!  Both under a year, Niblet is a sable boy and Lucy is a silver badger with a 
silly short tail.  We’re pretty sure she is deaf, also.  Nips a bit but nothing anyone experienced can’t easily handle.   

Beebe: A total cupcake!  Gentle Beebe was found at a bus stop in Meriden and followed his savior home.  A soft sable 
of maybe 2, Beebe loves to give kisses and makes little “urk” sounds when you stroke him.  Easily beat up by young-
sters, Beebe is OK with others as long as they aren’t too aggressive.   

Freddie & Farina:  Pretty pair of silvers, now 2.5-3 years old.  Another owner with “no time” for them.  They’re a nice 
pair who get along great with others.  Farina has been known to nip but mostly she really wants attention. 

Capt. Morgan:  Cute youngster of about 8 months.  Morgan was abandoned in front of a liquor store and is a black 
sable...hence the name!  He’s a sweet guy—young, but not hyperactive.  

Vlad & Muki:  A pair of 1 year olds whose owner “had no time” for them.  Albino Vlad and cute sable mitt Muki are 
very nice ferrets who get along well with others.   Muki is not the brightest; she continually climbs into the window seat 
and can’t figure out how to get down! 

Tavros:  A very handsome dark-eyed white boy.  Tavros is only a year old and loves people.  He arrived timid but has 
come out of his shell and loves to roughhouse with the other boys. 

Bandita & Junior:  Easily separated.  Bandita is a black sable lady, quiet, of about 3.  Junior is a baby brat!  Less than 
a year, he’s hyper and will drive you nuts, but he’s fun and would be great with another youngster.� 

Thanks to 
all of you 
for helping! 
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Pet Store Ferret Sales & Overpopulation 
By L. Vanessa Gruden\ 

 People often ask me, “Where do the ferrets come from?”  Usually, they mean who would give up a 
ferret.  But there’s a related question: “Where were they SOLD?”  For the last year or so, FACT has been carefully 
tracking the origin of ferrets we receive into the shelter.   

 We’ve arrived at some results.  During the period May 1, 2012 – November 15, 2013 we took in 128 
ferrets.  Many - around half - had no DETERMINED point of origin. Either they were found outside, or the owners 
didn't remember, etc.  There was only one "breeder" ferret, based on the fact that she was undescented. 
Therefore the remaining 127 originated at pet stores.  Of those, 71 were "unknown" stores - i.e. they certainly 
came from stores, but we don't know which. 

Here a breakdown of the 57 "known" store sources, as identified by the owners: 
    Petland Discounts -2  All Pet’s Club – 2 
    Guppies to Puppies – 2  Exotic Fin & Feather – 2 
    Petco - 48 --(including 4 brought directly to us from Petco) 

 Therefore, these numbers translate to: 
• As a % of total intakes in 18 months, 37% are identifiable as being sold from Petco (48/128 = 37%). 
• As a % of identified pet store intakes, 84% are identifiable as being sold from Petco (48/57 = 84%) 

While it could be argued these small numbers are not statistically relevant, we can extrapolate that an 
additional 60 animals probably also originated at Petco (71 unknowns x 84% = 60).  That would mean that 84% 
of the animals we accepted during this period, or 108 of 128 animals, originally came from Petco stores.   

When FACT began, we put every pet store in the state on our mail list.  At that time, there were about 
175, mostly independent stores.  How many of you still have a little indy pet store in your town?  I’d guess there 
are barely 50-75 anymore, and many don’t sell animals, only supplies.  (The recent drive to ban puppy sales in 
CT has less than 20 stores fighting the legislation because they still sell puppies.)  Independent stores have been 
driven out of business by the post-2008 economy, the rise of online shopping, and Petsmart and Petco.  Petsmart 
doesn’t sell ferrets.  But Petco does, growing from a few locations 20 years ago to 21 stores in Connecticut alone.   

A store manager in a populated area told us they sold “a couple” a week.  So, conservatively, that’s 
2,300 ferrets entering the CT population every year from Petco.  Petco employees, up & down the staff chain, 
have told us they make little from the actual sale of the animal.  No, what stores profit from is the sale of the 
cage and accessories along with the pet – owner after owner says they paid $400+ for all their ferret’s add-ons. 

FACT certainly doesn’t see every abandoned ferret in the state of Connecticut.  Hundreds – I estimate up 
to 500 per year – are being “rehomed” on Craigslist.  At least 100 find homes via other humane groups or animal 
control facilities that accept and adopt ferrets.  But those are the lucky ones.  We take in between 20-40 animals 
found outside.  We know that’s a small percent – hundreds more are never found and die alone, starving, and 
terrified.  How many more are killed by inhumane treatment or neglect by owners?  Those are truly the 
“forgotten” ferrets – those no one sees.  Their little bodies simply get tossed out with the wilted lettuce and last 
week’s pet store sale flyer.   

When I see 5 ferrets at the pet store, I see 1 animal that will go into a really good home.  I see 1 that 
will find an OK home; it might get passed around a bit.  I see 1 that will end up in a shelter.  And I see 2 that will 
be dead, some within months. 

 I’m not totally against pet store sales.  A ban would result in an uptick in backyard breeders, and intact 
ferrets are at even greater risk of abandonment due to their odor and rutting behavior.  But the way in which 
Petco pushes sales—bins of cute babies and the regular discount promotions—is incredibly irresponsible for a 
retailer touting their “ethics.”  My ideal would be to have ferrets brought in on order only: a customer seeking a 
kit requests and the store orders one via the distributor.  It would take about a week.  That’s a reasonable 
accommodation that reduces impulse sales and avoids those poor animals that linger in cases for months as they 
age and become “seconds.” 

Maybe it seems like I’m beating up on a single retailer.  Other parts of the US have different issues with 
ferret overpopulation.  Some have breeders.  Some are dealing with other chains – Petland Discounts is spread 
throughout the Midwest, famously sued by the Humane Society of the US for buying from puppy farms. 

But in New England, our problems with unwanted ferrets point straight to Petco.  Maybe they can change 
their corporate motto from “Think Adoption First” to “Profit from Overpopulation.”  � 

FACT News 
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FACT News, ctd. 

The Ferret Shelter Directory 
 Those who have been with FACT for some years know that , as an organiza-
tion, we are concerned with ferret welfare far beyond Connecticut borders.  
We’ve always stepped up to help other groups and ferrets when needed.  We’ve 
always hoped that “someone” would make a real effort to unite ferret advocates 
across the country to make the world better for these pets.  We just haven’t seen anyone make any such effort 
since F.U.R.O. (Ferret Unity & Registration Organization) burned out and folded, back in the 90’s. 

 Many shelters just don’t have the time, busy taking care of hordes of homeless ferrets.  Some clubs lack the 
expertise.  And the American Ferret Association is mostly interested in shows and breeders, despite their name. 

 FACT has a unique capacity in that we have a paid staff member.  Kudos to the all-volunteer organizations 
who do such great work, but in order to allow someone to dedicate the time to a nonprofit, paid staff is nearly 
always necessary.  Otherwise, inconsistency and unprofessionalism occur far too frequently. 

 FACT also has a Board with smart minds, thinking ahead.  Vanessa can’t be doddering about on a cane, try-
ing to clean poop!  So they’ve been considering where, as an organization, we should focus our efforts to contin-
ue helping ferrets when she can no longer do hands-on work. 

 Our first step is the Ferret Shelter Directory.  

 Conceived by FACT and in collaboration with shelters and shelter support groups in the US, the UK and Aus-
tralia, the Ferret Shelter Directory (www.ferretshelters.org) is intended to become a central resource to help own-
ers, potential owners, humane groups (species-specific or not), animal control, vet offices, and pet stores – any-
one who has an interest in and cares about ferrets. 

 Existing shelter listings specifically for ferrets are limited in scope and detail.  Lists of general animal shelters 
do not specify which species of animals they accept.  There are breeders, individuals, vet offices, animal control 
facilities, and pet stores who also help rehome ferrets, but no way to find them.  For anyone seeking to adopt or 
place their ferret, it is impossible to see all the regional alternatives, nor to assess their experience and capacity.  
For those who do shelter ferrets, there is no specific place for them to network, share information, or easily pro-
vide optional shelter referrals. 

 Those who wish to be listed simply send a request; once approved (to avoid spammers!), they enter their 
own data and manage their own listing.  The database is searchable by charity status, region, and other factors.  
A big plus for shelters who make or purchase items as fundraisers, are links to their own websites and a search 
capacity that will allow supporters to buy direct from ferret rescues.  An event listing feeds directly to Facebook 
pages.  Future enhancements will be a library of common forms, links to vital shelter resources, and the ability for 
experienced reviewers like people from Save Our Shelters to visit and make shelter comments. 

 If you—or someone you work with—does ferret rescue work, we urge you to become listed.  It’s easy and 
we’re happy to help if needed.  Once a year an update request will be sent to the e-mail address of record. 

 The Directory will operate as a FACT program, until able to be stand-alone.  We have already purchased the 
domain name, some inexpensive plug-ins for the open-source software, and invested time in site development.  
We are in the process of inviting more collaborators to test and provide feedback. 

 We’ve already received very positive feedback from other shelters and groups.  And FACT has received the 
first grant for the Directory—a $2,500 gift from the Emma Barnsley Foundation.  Vanessa will be focusing efforts 
on raising the additional funds to further and complete this project, expected to take at least 2 years. 

 Ultimately, we are hoping via the Directory to identify ferret visionaries throughout the country—and interna-
tionally! - who want to work together on common ferret welfare goals.   

 FACT isn’t trying to conquer the world!  We just want to make it a better place for ferrets.  Visit 
www.ferretshelters.org and see what we have so far.  Please understand it’s a rough draft right now, but the base 
framework is there.  We welcome thoughts & suggestions from readers.� 

Petocrisy: Pet + Hypocrisy 
The New York Times Magazine has an amusing section where they mashup words to create one that 

doesn’t, but should, exist.  We’re creating this one, defined as : Pretending to be interested in animal welfare 
while still exploiting animals.  Usage: The store doesn’t sell dogs or cats because they “care” so much about pets 
but their petocrisy was revealed by the sale of rabbits, birds, and reptiles to anyone with the money to pay.���� 

 

If not us, who? 
If not now, when? 

John F. Kennedy 
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FACT News, ctd. 

Volunteer of the Year 
 We’re happy to announce Wendy Belward is our Volunteer of the year!  Wendy has helped out on several 
occasions, rushing off on impromptu rescue missions in the New Haven area.  She’s held animals for a few days 
or met Vanessa midway to make transfers to the shelter.  We really appreciate Wendy’s cheerful willingness to 
help at-risk ferrets.  We hope she enjoys the $50 Ferret Treasures gift certificate we’re offering as a token of our 
thanks.� 

More Grants Submitted 
 Vanessa’s been madly working on grant submissions.  The Barnsley Foundation (partially funding the Ferret 
Shelter Directory) was a notable success.   

 After a letter of inquiry, FACT was also invited to submit a grant proposal to the Doris Day Animal Founda-
tion.  Miss Day has been an animal advocate for many years, even while her notable career in the 1950’s & 60’s 
kept her busy.  After retiring from acting, she ran an organization focused on saving dogs and was one of the 
first to propose and promote a national Spay Day.  That initiative was spun into the HSUS, but Miss Day contin-
ues to help animals directly via her Foundation.  The Foundation has a new focus on senior animals, and they 
were very interested in our Foster program.  The Foundation is small and only gives out a half-dozen grants, but 
we’re hoping we “make the cut!”   

 The Petco Foundation, undergoing changes with a new Executive Director, has suspended grants other than 
those for emergencies.  They have, however, partnered with Halo Foods and it’s part owner, Ellen DeGeneras, to 
sponsor a Holiday Wishes competition.  Animal rescues were invited to submit up to 5 short stories and pictures 
of adoption success stories.  Prizes range from $100,000 down to $5,000, and will be announced on Ellen’s show 
in mid-December. 

 FACT submitted the tales of Alvin and of Shaylee.  Keep your fingers crossed for us!  � 

Shaylee 
 Speaking of our little cutie, we’re also keeping our fingers crossed that that nasty shoulder tumor does not 
return.  After 3(!) surgical removals, we’re praying for no more.  Her last surgery was in early October.  � 

Title Change 
 There’s been a small but significant change in Vanessa’s title – from Shelter Director to Executive Director.  
It’s something the board has been meaning to do and finally got around to. 

 When Ann was much more involved in FACT on a day to day basis, it made sense for Vanessa to be Shelter 
Director as she primarily dealt with intakes, adoptions, and daily care.  As FACT has evolved and grown as an 
organization, her duties grew exponentially.  While shelter activities take up a major amount of time – even just 
due to cleaning for 2 hours a day – her work encompasses far more than caring for the ferrets.  As Vanessa of-
ten says, she spends the LEAST amount of her time with ferrets!   

 Fundraising is a major part of her job, from the annual mailing to donor acknowledgements and packaging 
& shipping fundraising items.  But she also does a fair amount of what would in any other nonprofit be consid-
ered executive functions – from grantwriting to preparing the annual tax filings.  She keeps up with nonprofit 
and animal welfare trends, news and legal requirements.  She works with both Ann, as president emeritus, and 
Glen, as Board President, along with the remainder of the Board, to strategize where FACT is and where we 
want to exert our efforts on behalf of ferret welfare.  This is the job of an executive director, and her revised title 
simply properly reflects that.  It also presents her to funders and other humane groups more accurately.  Sadly, 
it doesn’t mean ANY more money!  �  

Shelter Wish List: 
 Things we can ALWAYS use!  It’s fine to just leave big items in Vanessa’s garage.  Thanks! 

• Paper Towels (especially Bounty or club store equivalent) 

• Newspaper (MUST be Wall St. Journal, NY Times, or Boston Globe, clean and uncrumpled, please) 

• Stamps!  Any denomination from 1 cent on up; we use ‘em all.  � 
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Purevax Update 
 In our last issue, the manufacturer of the approved ferret canine distemper vaccine, Merial Animal Health, 
was quoting mid-October as the anticipated date production would be resumed.  I HAD heard rumors of mid-
December from a couple vet sources. 

 However, October came and went with no vaccines.  Now “December” is the date projected by Merial.  
Can we trust that date?  Nope: latest news is now January. 

 Leaving ferrets with no approved vaccine from June (when the last batch expired) until January is outra-
geous.  Merial’s attitude seems to be the hell with ferret owners or shelters, based on their apparent lack of 
concern and failure to communicate; we never heard a word from their Corporate Communications Department 
in answer to our letter.  Owners who called told me they were simply brushed off.  With the fear of distemper 
always in our thoughts, FACT has had to obtain a different vaccine to protect our rescued animals. 

 Nobivac DPV is manufactured by Intervet.  It is a puppy vaccine designed to protect against canine dis-
temper plus parvovirus.  While ferrets have no need of parvo protection, Nobivac’s distemper formula was cre-
ated from the same strain of the disease as the late, lamented Galaxy D. 

 Nobivac has been used in Europe and Australia for years.  Both places have no other ferret distemper vac-
cine available.  A number of US shelters, like us, have also been forced by the unavailability of Purevax to 
switch to Nobivac.  Thus far, reactions seem minor.   

 The GOOD news is that Nobivac is about 1/3 the price of Purevax AND is readily available through veteri-
nary supply companies.  Many are happy to sell direct to shelters.  (Note to anyone who thinks they can vac-
cinate their own animals: a) vaccines should be administered by a vet or with veterinary supervision; b) you 
have to purchase 25-dose packs, which is not cost-effective for private owners.) 

 We were referred to Revival Animal Health as a good supplier by the Washington State ferret rescue.  
They had about the best prices and their customer service was friendly and helpful and we would recommend 
them to other shelters.  Veterinarians normally have their own pharmaceutical suppliers, but if they don’t think 
they can use up 25 doses (you need a good-sized ferret practice), please consider partnering with your local 
ferret shelter to purchase doses.   

 Big hint for shelters:  Revival also sells amoxicillin in bulk capsules, easily mixed with water.  They ex-
plained to us that they couldn’t sell amoxi meant for humans or DOGS without a prescription…however, they 
could sell it for other animals.  Talk to your vet about correct dosing and maybe your shelter can save some 
bucks on this commonly prescribed antibiotic.  Another option is getting a prescription and taking it to your lo-
cal drug or grocery store – some will give it to you free of charge.  ���� 

Chicago Shelter 
 The Greater Chicago Ferret Association was, as I write, anticipating reopening in early December.  Thank 
you to everyone who donated and helped Moira, Steven and the rest of their volunteers during this difficult 
time.  I’m sure they have many wonderful ferrets seeking homes!   ���� 

Newest Hyperbaric Chamber Patients? Pets 
By Tamara Lush, Associated Press.  Posted March 2, 2013 

 Hyperbaric chambers have been used for decades to treat divers with the bends, burn victims and people 
with traumatic injuries, but in a handful of states they're being used on ailing pets.  Doctors at the University of 
Florida's College of Veterinary Medicine recently used an oxygen chamber on dogs, cats, ferrets and a monkey.  

 Veterinarian and professor Justin Shmalberg said the capsule has been used to treat animals that have 
been hit by cars. "Any place we have swelling of tissue, we think about the hyperbaric chamber as something 
we could do to decrease that," he said.  Shmalberg said the chamber's pure oxygen appears to help reduce 
swelling and aid healing time.  

 In humans, insurance companies will pay for hyperbaric treatment for several conditions, including carbon 
monoxide poisoning.  Veterinarians say that people with sick pets often will request the treatment.  

"It is a very new modality for treatment in veterinary medicine," said Dr. Andrew Turkell in Boca Raton.  Turkell 
estimates that he's used the chamber 750 to 800 times in the past year and a half. "I find that it's really very 
effective for any kind of trauma," he said. Treatment costs about $125 per session.  ���� 

Health News 
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A Mistress & a Scholar – The Lady with an Ermine  
By Richard Cork.  Reprinted from the Wall St. Journal, October 5-6, 2013 

Editor Note:  This article is from a regular series that examines recognized masterpiec-
es.  I thought those who’ve admired this painting but KNEW it was a ferret pictured 
might be interested in learning why art historians continue to call the animal an 
ermine.  One additional reason is that the painting shows the animal with black eyes.  
In the Renaissance, white ferrets would have all been albino, thus with red eyes.  So 
while DaVinci clearly used a ferret as a model, he deliberately painted it as an ermine.  
The info about the woman who is holding the famous little critter is interesting, too. 

 After mounting a steep staircase at the ancient Wawel Castle in Krakow, 
Poland, I am permitted to enter a room containing only one mesmeric paint-
ing.  The guard looks at me with a stern expression, and his vigilance is un-
derstandable.  For the portrait displayed on the wall has long been venerated 
as one of Leonardo da Vinci’s most consummate achievements.  He executed 
it, with outstanding finesse, in 1490.  And the patron who probably commis-
sioned it was the powerful Duke of Milan, Ludovico Sforza. 

 The painting enjoys a mysterious title, “The Lady with an Ermine.”  But 
historians now feel confident that she is Cecilia Gallerani, a beautiful and 
talented young woman whose father served at Ludovico’s court.  Still a 
teenager when this portrait was painted, she had just become the Duke’s 
mistress.  Even so, Leonardo had no desire simply to produce a glamorous painting of a youthful beauty showing 
off her allure.  He shows her in a relative simply dress, and Cecilia’s necklace does not glisten with expensive 
jewels.  Nor is her hair coiffured in a conventionally seductive manner.  Far from it: A center part divides Cecilia’s 
hair into two smooth bands confined very tightly to her face.  The sheathed plait at the back is difficult to detect, 
and a severe black band runs round her head as if to control the fine gauze veil holding her coiffure in place. 

 Cecilia seems determined to ensure that no one mistakes her for a flamboyant noblewoman.  She was 
admired not just as a beauty but as a scholar, a wit and a poet.  Ludovico must have been impressed by her 
precocious intelligence and creativity.  Doubtless bored with the brainless charm of so many ambitious ladies, who 
continually dressed up to compete for his attention at court, he had become captivated by Cecilia’s far cooler and 
more perceptive individuality.  Leonardo, who began working for the duke in 1482, must likewise had admired her 
thoughtfulness.  Cecelia does not stare out directly at the viewer.  Unlike the Mona Lisa, she turns her gaze away 
from us completely. 

 When regarded solely as a symbol of honor and purity, the ermine’s prominent appearance in this painting of 
a mistress might seem surprising.  The presence of this carnivorous animal, whose brown fur turns white in 
winter, undoubtedly adds to the work’s richness of meaning.  The creature Cecilia holds in her arms may well have 
been kept as a pet by the duke and his mistress.  But Ludovico had a special reason to cherish the ermine. In 
1488, just 2 years before the portrait was painted, he was awarded the insignia of the chevalric Order of the 
Ermine by the King of Naples.  As a result, the Duke of Milan was known as “l’Ermellino,” and Cecilia Gallerani 
herself would have appreciated the fact that the Greek word for ermine (or weasel) is galay.  The animal’s 
presence in this painting may therefore have been seen as a visual pun on her surname. 

 Since Leonardo was also obsessed with drawing, his image of the ermine surely benefits from his sensitive 
yet systemic study of the animal from life.  It comes alive in paint, burrowing into the folds of Cecilia’s dress yet at 
the same time twisting its head, raising a militant paw and staring out at the world with as much avidity as its 
mistress.  She does not acknowledge the ermine’s presence with her eyes.  But she makes sure that the animal is 
supported securely within the fold of her left arm.  As for her right hand, it stretches across the ermine’s back and 
touches the fur in a very protective way.  Fascinated by anatomy, Leonardo is able to give Cecilia’s elongated 
fingers an extraordinary amount of representational and emotional conviction.  She almost seems to be prodding 
the animal’s neck with her index finger, as if bent on directing the ermine’s attention in the firmest way possible.  
[Editor:  Haha!  As any long-suffering ferret photographer will tell you, that’s the only way to keep a ferret looking in the 
direction you want it to!] 

 Cecilia seems committed to looking after the pet, and the fact that it symbolizes purity must have been 
enormously important to her.  However creatively independent she had become, this young woman realized just 
how carefully she ought to conduct herself as the duke’s mistress in the Milanese court.  

Ferrets in History 

Continued on page 9 
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It was filled with all kinds of danger, and perhaps that is why the ermine appears to twist around with alarm, 
as if preparing to defend Cecilia from anyone who might want to attack her. 

 Leonardo himself, who was the illegitimate son of a wealthy Tuscan notary and a peasant woman, knew a 
great deal about the perils of human relationships.  And Cecilia, who bore a son acknowledged by Ludovico in 
1491, never became the duke’s wife.  He chose in the end to reject her.  Eerily enough, Leonardo’s portrait 
succeeds in prophesying this melancholy outcome.  Along with her poise and intelligence, Cecilia appears in this 
subtle, multilayered painting to be isolated by the ominous darkness around her.  In March 1491 the Duke of 
Ferrara was informed that Ludovico “no longer wished to touch [Cecilia] or have her nearby, since she was so 
fat, ever since giving birth.” 

 Her plight was echoed by the subsequent fate of Leonardo’s painting.  After its acquisition in 1798 by 
Prince Adam Jerzy Czartoryski, it remained in this Polish family’s collection.  But in 1939, the portrait was seized 
by the Nazis when they conquered Poland, and sent off as booty to Berlin.  A year later Hans Frank, the brutal 
governor general of Poland, ordered its return to Krakow.  Leonardo’s painting was displayed as a prized item 
in Frank’s office until, at the end of World War II, he fled – taking Cecilia’s image to his house in Bavaria, 
where the Allied troops rescued it.  Eventually, “The Lady with an Ermine” was returned to Poland and now 
belongs to the Czartoryski Foundation in Krakow.  Here, safely preserved in the castle, this spellbinding portrait 
can be scrutinized by visitors fortunate enough to discover it for themselves.  � 

FACT History 
Editor Note:  This is data that will appear on the website (eventually!), but we thought it might be interesting to newer 
members who don’t know FACT’s origins. 

 FACT began as 5 people sitting around a table who agreed that ferrets in our area were not being helped.  
In 1991, there were no other ferret shelters in New England.  Regional and national humane organizations still 
considered them “inappropriate pets.”  If they arrived, they were either euthanized or a kind worker would 
sneak them out.  There was no good central source of unbiased care or health information and the internet 
was accessible only by the high-tech savvy. 

 Two of the founders of FACT, sisters Ann & Vanessa Gruden, had already owned ferrets since around 
1983, when there had been a small wave of ferret popularity.  Fueled by a local newspaper article, they did 
what so many others have done:  came home from a local pet store with a wiggly ferret in one hand and 
Wendy Winsted’s book, Ferrets, in the other.  While adding a second ferret, Theodora, to keep Rasputin 
company, the extent of their involvement with ferrets remained minor for some time.  It was only when Theo 
became ill with what was eventually diagnosed as lymphosarcoma that they realized there was only rudimen-
tary information about ferret health available.  After her passing, they tried to adopt a ferret only to be told by 
local humane groups that they “didn’t take them in and didn’t adopt them out.”   

 Around 1986-88, through online message boards, Ann Gruden had met a couple who did ferret rescue in 
Pennsylvania.  They were holding a show to help raise funds for their club and the Grudens attended.  There 
they met a number of people who had been breeding, showing, and rescuing ferrets in the mid-Atlantic region.  
They took in their first two adopted ferrets, Mini the Muncher and Bismark. 

 They spent a couple years attending shows, learning about rescuing, and becoming interested in ferret 
welfare.  This was an important time in terms of the eventual development of FACT.  They learned what did 
and didn’t seem to work for clubs and groups, who the “players” were in the ferret community, and more and 
more about basic ferret care.  They were grateful to those shelter operators and knowledgeable ferret caretak-
ers who generously shared information and resolved that their gratitude could be best repaid, in turn, by freely 
sharing information with others. 

 Early on FACT worked with the Pennsylvania shelter to transfer animals to them for adoption.  It very 
quickly became obvious that was not sustainable; as the word of a ferret organization and shelter had opened, 
a hidden pool of animals that people had just been waiting for an opportunity to place also opened.  Humane 
organizations and veterinarians who had previously simply turned ferrets away now had a place to refer them, 
and the ferrets arrived in numbers.  And when FACT took in sick or elderly animals, it was clearly unfair to 
transfer their costs and burden to another facility.  Thus FACT’s rescue efforts grew into a full-fledged shelter. 

 The Grudens were blessed with specific skill sets that greatly contributed to FACT’s success over the years.  
Coming from corporate backgrounds, they tried to establish a model that could stand alone as much as 
possible.  Ann’s management and strategic planning abilities complemented Vanessa’s financial knowledge and 

Ferrets in History, ctd. 

Continued on page 10 
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writing talents to bring a business-based reality to the often idealistic vision of animal rescue work.  FACT was 
also blessed to early on attract smart, involved donors and volunteers who bring their own wisdom, knowledge, 
and support to FACT’s work, several who have been involved since FACT’s very first ferret event. 

 Ann Gruden has retired from Board President, but remains actively involved, most recently being responsi-
ble for the creation of the Xavier-A Ferret Abroad Facebook group that raises money for canine distemper 
outbreaks and small shelter grants for vaccination clinics.  L. Vanessa Gruden is employed by FACT as executi-
ver director and, as such, performs nearly all of the day-to-day operations of the organization.  FACT has a 
number of dedicated volunteers who assist with animal care.  FACT is governed by a Board of Directors.  Glen 
Farney, a FACT member since our first event, is currently Board President.  His wife Della, a veterinarian, is also 
on the Board. 

 Today, FACT operates one of the longest-running ferret shelters in the US.  It is financially one of the 
largest ferret organizations in the US.  We have supporters and have helped people around the world care for 
their ferrets.  We have created innovative programs such as our Foster program for sick and/or elderly animals 
and education classes.  We are proud of our accomplishments and have always striven to operate ethically and 
to never forget that our focus is on the welfare of the ferrets. � 

Change.org Petition to Stop “Free” Pet Ads on Craigslist. 
Petition posted by Mary Robbins of Texas, October 2013 

 

Petition: Tell Jim and Craig we have had enough and want them to 

disallow the posting of animals on Craigslist. 

Sample Letter To: Jim Buckmaster and Craig Newmark, Craigslist.org  

“Stop allowing the sale and free to good home for animals. This petition's 
importance is to protect those who post For Sale or Free To Good Home 
animal advertisements. 

Posting on craigslist, shouldn't have any one concerned for the safety of 
animals, yet with recent issues appearing it seems we must. Dog fighters, 
animal abusers and torturers have been using Craigslist as a means to obtain 
animals. Be it from small to large, if it is listed as free or less than a $100 they 
will adopt/take animals.  

Alex Phelps? He killed 7 cats he obtained off of craigslist.  Many might not 
know of a Jeffery Nally. Nally killed 29 puppies, maybe more. There are more animals being killed, tortured and 
used as fighting or baiting animals, then there are being saved. 

 And yet, you and your Craigslist team still continue to allow animals to be posted on your network. I think 
it is about time to end the cruelty and abuse. Disallow the free or sale of animals on your network. For the 
safety of the animals, direct your users to Facebook or another network that can find their animals a safe and 
loving home.  

 Sincerely, [Your name]”      

� 

Editor Note:  We’re including info on this petition as a news item—FACT is not necessarily endorsing or recommend-
ing you participate.  I have very mixed feelings about this, as a shelter operator.  Do I like Craigslist?  Not especially.  
The Craigslist system is problematic.  “Free” animals, in particular, are at great risk for abuse.  And we have seen 
ourselves animals posted for a fee being promptly resold.  Technically, Craigslist doesn’t “allow” the sales of animals 
in the Pets section—BUT it freely allows people to ask for a “rehoming” fee.  Really, what’s the difference? 

 For a shelter, however, Craigslist does provide a certain safety valve.  It is a place people can directly rehome 
pets without overburdening shelters.  The problem is that people do so thoughtlessly, without REALLY investigating 
whether they are sending animals to “a good home.”  We’ve taken in animals people had purchased off Craigslist and 
sooner or later brought to a shelter.  Either they had no idea what they were getting into, it was an easy, impulse 
buy, or they really weren’t very committed to the animal.  How many others get passed around from person to 
person until they get too old to be wanted...what happens then? 

 Ideally, a more reputable place like Petfinder would make it easy for individuals to rehome pets on their site.  
Until then, options are limited.  We do our best to monitor listings, immediately contact “free” or potentially at risk 
ferrets, and suggest ways owners can assess potential new owners.  It’s not enough, but we try. 
To sign, visit: https://www.change.org/petitions/craigslist-stop-allowing-the-sale-or-free-to-good-home-ads-for-animals 
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Raids to Free Minks Up Ante on Animal Rights 
By Michael Wines.  Excerpted from the New York Times, October 17, 2013 
 

 Next to their white clapboard house on a rural road, in 
long rows of cages set beneath the roofs of seven open-air 
sheds, Virginia and Gary Bonlander are raising 5,000 minks. 
Or were, anyway, until two Saturdays ago, when the police 
roused them from bed at 5 a.m. with a rap on their door.  
Outside, 2,000 minks were scampering away-up to 50 top-
quality, full-length and, suddenly, free-range mink coats.  
“The backyard was full of mink. The driveway was full of 
mink,” Mrs. Bonlander recalled a few days ago. “Then, 
pshew” - she made a whooshing sound—“they were gone.”  

 And not only in Wisconsin, the mink-raising capital of 
the United States. After something of a hiatus, the animal 
rights movement has resumed a decades-old guerrilla war 
against the fur industry with a vengeance — and hints of 
more to come.  In New Holstein; in Grand Meadow, Minn.; in Coalville, Utah; in Keota, Iowa; and four other states, ac-
tivists say, eight dark-of-night raids on mink farms have liberated at least 7,700 of the critters-more than $770,000 
worth of pelts-just since late July. That is more such raids than in the preceding three years combined.  Two more raids 
in Ontario and British Columbia freed 1,300 other minks and foxes during the same period, according to the North Amer-
ican Animal Liberation Press Office...  

 “What we’re seeing now is unprecedented,” Peter Young, a Santa Cruz, Calif. activist who was imprisoned in 2005 
for his role in raids on six mink ranches, said in a telephone interview. Though still an outspoken defender of the animal 
rights movement and mink-ranch raids, Mr. Young says he has no contact with those who raid fur farms or commit oth-
er illegal acts and, in fact, does not know who they are.  

 The fur industry is not amused. “Criminal thugs, felons. And they’re committing federal crimes,” said Michael 
Whelan, the executive director of Fur Commission U.S.A., which represents all of the country’s 300 or so mink farms.  
Also, he adds, it is not unprecedented. Mr. Whelan says raids were more common during the 1990s, and he even dis-
putes that eight raids have occurred since July. (He says there were only seven.)  

 It is one measure of the venomous relationship between mink ranchers and mink liberators that they cannot agree 
on how big their argument is.  The two camps also call each other terrorists. Indeed, mink liberation is a federal crime 
under the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act, and animal rights extremism is duly monitored by the Dept. of Homeland 
Security...Mr. Young, who says he is regularly searched at airport security checkpoints when he flies, maintains that the 
only violence in his old line of work occurred when farmers harvested pelts for sale at auction.  

 The two sides do agree on one matter: that the raiders-the shadowy Animal Liberation Front, the best-known such 
group, has claimed responsibility for three of the recent attacks-are extremists.  “Fur is just a gateway product,” Mr. 
Whelan said. “They’re against the production of leather, meat, wool, poultry, dairy...”  

 Mr. Young quite agrees. “This really isn’t about fur in particular; it’s about animal exploitation,” he said. “If cows 
were able to survive in the wild and had a natural habitat, we’d release cows. Unfortunately, you can’t release a cow, so 
we have to release mink.” 

 …In New Holstein, 90 minutes north of Milwaukee, the Bonlanders say their 5,000 minks...are just a small busi-
ness. Still, they were just completing work on a massive new freezer to hold their furry harvest when the raiders struck.  
Mrs. Bonlander claims to have had the last laugh.  

 Within an hour of the police officer’s knock, she said, “There was about a hundred people here catching mink,” 
friends and neighboring mink farmers and strangers who had heard about the raid over the telephone grapevine. In 
boots and biteproof gloves, with fishing nets and live traps and even a mink-sniffing dog, they set out to round up their 
quarry.  “They’re hard to catch,” she said. “They’re slippery, they’re quick and they’re sly.” But surprisingly, she claims 
the family recovered all but 180 or so.  

 Some of the lost were squashed on the road by passing cars. The rest, she said, will not make it through the win-
ter. “They weren’t born in the wild. Their mothers didn’t train them to hunt,” she said. “These people that release the 
mink, they don’t think of that.”  

 Many wildlife biologists disagree; escaped minks are thriving in Britain, New Zealand and elsewhere. For his part, 
though, Mr. Young says that is not the point. “The animals on these farms are bred to be killed. That’s a 100% certain-
ty,” he said. “If even one animal gets away and survives, that’s a success as far as I’m concerned.”  � 

Photo by Daren Hauck 
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Shop Until You Adopt 
By Clay Jackson.  Excerpted from Pet Product News International, July 2013 

 The future of the great American pet store may be found in a Southern California shopping mall, where Found 
Animals Foundation opened its second Adopt & Shop location to great fanfare May 21. Located in a storefront for-
merly occupied by another pet retailer (one repeatedly picketed by activists and eventually closed) the Adopt & Shop 
at first reveals a traditional look: dog supplies to the right, cat supplies to the left, dogs in kennels at the front, cats 
at the back.  But the looks are deceiving.  

With its brightly colored décor, spacious kennels and cat condos, and attractively displayed supplies, Adopt & 
Shop presents the polar opposite of the stripped-down institutional look of many animal shelters.  And that’s the 
point. There are no puppies, kittens, or pure-bred dogs and cats in the 2,300-square-foot store. Adopt & Shop can 
become a model for stores selling live pets, said Aimee Gilbreath, executive director of Found Animals Foundation, a 
nonprofit group that promotes community-based adoption, spay/neuter and pet identification programs. 

"As the public becomes increasingly aware of the conditions in puppy mills and the overcrowding of shelters 
across the U.S., we believe they will turn to the retail adoption model to find their new pet,” Gilbreath said.  ... 

Driving Adoptions 

The new store in Mission Viejo is designed to accomplish one of Found Animals’ stated goals—drive adoptions—
but the arrangement isn’t new. "The retail adoption concept has been around for quite some time,” Gilbreath said. 
"Think of the groups that showcase adoptable animals at pet supply store locations. Adopt & Shop is the Found Ani-
mals twist on this great idea.” 

A big difference, she said, is that capping the animal inventory in Mission Viejo at 18 dogs and 12 cats allows the 
animals to be intensely cared for by an army of volunteers that on weekends may number as many as 10. The first 
Adopt & Shop opened in April 2011 in a 1,000-square-foot storefront in a Lakewood, Calif., mall. More than 1,600 
dogs and cats have been placed in homes since then. 

"What I can say is that very few rescue groups are able to adopt out pets at the volume we have experienced in 
Lakewood,” Gilbreath noted. "Our average length of stay in the store is around a week, whereas most rescue-group 
pets tend to take longer than that to find a home.” Another key to success is establishing a relationship with a repu-
table local shelter that is able to supply healthy, adoptable animals. ... 

Question of Profitability 

Opening a pet store is easy compared to turning a profit. "Partnering with shelters is more logistically complicat-
ed than using [commercial] suppliers, and you don’t make as much money on adoptions as you do selling $2,000 
puppies,” Gilbreath reflected. 

Therein lies the second half of the Adopt & Shop equation: profitability. The products on Adopt & Shop’s 
shelves…are priced to turn a profit.  But selling kibble and leashes isn’t enough to balance the books. "We have to be 
more creative about keeping costs down—like using lots of volunteers—and to really focus on best practices for our 
limited retail selection in order to make the finances work,” Gilbreath said. 

Will it happen? 

John Barrett, district manager, said the Lakewood location loses money every month, but he expects the store to 
break even soon, especially when an entertainment venue opens nearby, increasing mall foot traffic. 

"At just 1,000 square feet, the Lakewood store has a big disadvantage: We can’t carry as much retail as we 
would like,” Gilbreath stated. "It should turn a profit as we add services, like dog training, through the end of this 
year.” Gilbreath’s definition of break-even is being able to cover basic operating costs, such as rent, staffing, utilities 
and supplies. "Anyone who wants to make this work is going to need a retail/business background to figure out what 
products and services and pricing will work in their community and whether they can be better than break-even,” 
Gilbreath cautioned. "Plus, they’ll need the skills to set up the shelter partnerships and manage the adoption side of 
the business.” 

Big Plans 

If Adopt & Shop becomes profitable, Found Animals and its mission will benefit. "We will use the proceeds to 
support our other programs, such as subsidized spay/neuter for low-income families,” she said. Gilbreath and other 
Found Animals executives are confident enough to plan a third store…in Culver City. 

The endeavor is "not for the faint of heart,” she cautioned. Anyone interested in starting a retail-adoption pet 
store or converting an existing store should do as much research as possible, Gilbreath advised. "Opening an Adopt 
& Shop is starting a small business, and you need to go into it understanding the financial and operational require-
ments,” she said. "The beauty of doing this in a nonprofit model is that people are less proprietary and more willing 
to share advice, tips and tricks.”  � 
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Quick Tips & Items of Interest 

Constant Vigilance! 
 It just takes a moment for a ferret to get into trouble!  Even those of us who’ve had ferrets for a million 
years can forget it.  Luckily, in this case, the tale has a happy ending. 

 Remember that November day when it nearly hit 70 degrees?  Joyously, I opened one of the shelter room 
windows.  Fresh, non-stinky air!  Stupidly, I didn't make sure the half-screen I put in was completely secured. 

 A couple hours after, my tenant Justin came in from outside with a wiggly silver ferret in hand, saying ex-
citedly, “Is this one of ours?”  I gasped.  It was Lucy, one of the shelter ferrets, little and not too bright.  Ap-
parently bright enough, however, to climb atop the plastic “tv” bed near the window from the radiator, jump to 
the windowsill, climb over the half screen, and fall or leap the 8’ to the driveway. 

 He’d been out helping a friend clean out her car in the back yard, or he never would have seen her.  And 
he had to entice her out from a hiding spot.  We just never would have found her, and I never would have 
thought the silly thing could have been outside—I’d have been ripping my house apart for weeks.  Blessedly, 
she wasn’t hurt...she just gave me a whole BUNCH more grey hairs!  � 

Special Thanks!  
 Due to both Justin and Barbara Podann for doing extra duty cleaning the shelter when Vanessa ended up 
in the ER on Halloween.  � 

Blankets Provide Critter Comfort for Homeless Pets 
Posted by Karen Chadra, October 15, 2013  

 When Comfort for Critters launched in Glen Ellyn back in 2007, its founder never imagined the initiative 
would eventually help more than 15,000 homeless pets.  Comfort for Critters is an all-volunteer program that 
creates hand-made blankets for pets living in animal shelters. It all began when founder Linda Kastiel Kozlowski 
adopted Anna from DuPage Animal Shelter in Wheaton. She began making blankets for all the kittens she 
couldn't take home. The company formalized as a nonprofit two years later. 

 While these pets await adoption, the blankets provide a comfortable bed year-round. When they are 
adopted, their blanket goes with them so they have something familiar as they adjust to their forever family.  

 And it's not just cats and dogs that benefit. Rabbits, ferrets, guinea pigs, Fennec foxes and other critters 
also are comforted by the blankets, which are shipped to more than 50 animal shelters in Illinois and 30 more 
in surrounding states.  

 “We’ll ship over 3,000 blankets this year alone, which to me is still just amazing,” Kastiel Kozlowski said. 
“It’s all due to our wonderful group of dedicated volunteers. These are busy people who love animals. They 
take the time and use their talents to help pets they’ll never meet.” 

 Comfort for Critters also works with local retirement homes and facilities for disabled adults. Comfort for 
Critters provides them with free yarn to make the blankets, then picks them up for distribution.  “We have 
many volunteers, but always welcome more,” says Kastiel Kozlowski. “What we’re constantly in need of though 
is yarn and fleece. We can never have enough, and never waste a bit!”  

 Would you like to help Comfort for Critters continue its work? The organization is in dire need of more ma-
terials—specifically yarn and fleece. Visit www.ComfortForCritters.org, or email info@comfortforcritters.org.  � 

Amazon Smiles Helps Ferrets! 
 Just in time for holiday shopping!  Here’s a cool and incredibly 
easy new way to help FACT and ferrets without it costing YOU a penny! 
If you shop at amazon - and who doesn't? - instead of the old site, 
simply bookmark www.smile.amazon.com.  After you select a favorite 

charity (we’re under Ferret Association of Connecticut, NOT our initials, FACT), shop!  Right below the product 
name you’ll see a note if the item is eligible for a charitable donation. The percentage is small - .5% of your 
purchase, but those checks can REALLY add up.  Thanks!!!   

 New for smartphone shoppers!  Smile Always is a Chrome extension that automatically redirects you to 
the Amazon Smiles page.  Whether you go straight to Amazon from the URL bar or from an online link, Smile 
Always redirects you to Amazon Smile so you don’t have to remember.  Helpful for us busy, forgetful souls!  

 You can get the extension at the Chrome Web store:  http://bit.ly/1ckIISw  � 
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Get Fuzzy by Darby Conley 
 This fall Bucky the cat has again been battling—and losing! his fight against the much smarter Fungo the 
Ferret, who lives next door.  Big kudos to Darby Conley for showing ferrets in such a great light!  We’ve reprint-
ed some highlights.  Visit www.gocomics/getfuzy to see them all.  If one especially strikes your fancy, you can 
buy a full color print for $39.95.  � 

Continued on page 15 
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Our Unique Obsession with Rover & Fluffy  
by Robert M. Sapolsky.  Excerpted from the Wall St. Journal, Aug. 17-18, 2013 

 Recently, an almost literal case of lifeboat ethics occurred. On Aug. 4, Graham and Sheryl Anley, while yacht-
ing off the coast of South Africa, hit a reef, capsizing their boat. As the boat threatened to sink and they scram-
bled to get off, Sheryl’s safety line snagged on something, trapping her there. Instead of freeing his wife and get-
ting her to shore, Graham grabbed Rosie, their Jack Russell terrier. (One media account reported that Sheryl had 
insisted the dog go first.) With Rosie safe and sound, Graham returned for Sheryl. All are doing fine. 

 It’s a great story, but it doesn’t strike me as especially newsworthy. News is about to be about something 
fairly unique, and recent research suggests that, in the right circumstances, lots of people also would have 
grabbed their Rosie first. 

 We have strange relationships with our pets…We lavish our pets with adoration and better health care than 
billions of people receive. We speak to pets with the same high-pitched voices that we use for babies… As a gro-
tesque example of our feelings about pets, the Nazis had strict laws that guaranteed the humane treatment of 
the pets of Jews being sent to death camps. 

 These are unique ways for one species to interact with another. On occasion, a predatory cat, after killing an 
adult prey, adopts the prey’s offspring for a few days… But there is certainly no other animal that puts costumes 
on members of another species on Halloween. 

 A recent paper by Richard Topolski at George Regents university…published in the journal Anthrozoos, 
demonstrates this human involvement with pets to a startling extent. Participants in the study were told a hypo-
thetical scenario in which a bus is hurtling out of control, bearing down on a dog and a human. Which do you 
save? With responses from more than 500 people, the answer was that it depended: What kind of human and 
what kind of dog? 

 Everyone would save a sibling, grandparent or close friend rather than a dog. But when people considered 
their own dog versus people less connected with them – a distant cousin or a hometown stranger – votes in favor 
of saving the dog came rolling in. And an astonishing 40% of respondents, including 46% of women, voted to 
save their dog over a foreign tourist. This makes Parisians’ treatment of American tourists look good in compari-
son. 

 What does a finding like this mean? First, that your odds aren’t so good if you find yourself in another coun-
try with a bus bearing down on you and a cute dog….� 

Editor note: Further questions to consider; What if the respondents all worked in the restaurant or hotel industries? Then 
nearly 100% would go for the dog. What is the choice was between an ex-boyfriend and a dog? The human would probably 
get PUSHED in front of the bus while you saved the animal.  
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In loving memory of: 
 

Cinnamin 
 

September 13, 2013 
6 years old 

 

Very much loved and missed very much. 

 

Love, your Mom Jean 
And your babysitter, Tamara 

 
 

In loving memory of: 
 

Hope (aka Diamond) 
 

With me June 6, 2013—September 23, 2013 
 

It is with deep sadness that I had to let you pass to 
Rainbow Bridge. You were a very special little girl. 

Be a good girl, we will all be together one day. Your 
time with me was just too short.  

 
Love and kisses, 

Mom, Harvey, Patty, Nymph, Pandora, Fuzzy, 
 Finian, Pepper, Bear, Ricochet and Skidoo 

 
 

In loving memory of: 
 

Mocha 
 

May 10, 2013 
 

Rest in Peace. 
 

Love, Pat & family 
 

In loving memory of: 
 

Christian Leigh 
September 20, 2013 

8 years old 
 

A day that I won’t forget; my son was born on that 
day.  He has since passed.  I named my ferret 

after him.   
Christian was a beautiful boy, friendly, warm and 

kind.  He always liked to be cuddled and held.  
Fiona and Nicks will miss him and so will I.  Be in 

peace, my baby boy; always love you.  All the love 
from the gang. 

 
Love, Mama Pat 

 
 

In loving memory of : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My good, sleek boy.  Love at first sight.  Deeply 
missed and forever in my heart.   

 
Love, Mommie, Mattie & Bane 

 
 
 

Memorials are printed as a service to 

members and supporters.  No fee or me-

morial donation is asked or required. 

Please note memorial messages may be 

edited due to space constraints. 
 

Our sympathies go out to each family. 

Memorials 

Cinco 

An ermine in winter.  Photographer unknown. 


